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I would like to take this opportunity to express how honored I am to be associated with NWT 

and our fleet of drivers who have risen to the Electronic Logging Device (ELD) implementation 

challenge.  

During our Annual Safety Awards Meeting in March, I shared our implementation plan that 

would align us to be in compliance by the December 2017 mandate.  I could see the expressions on 

each drivers face in the room saying, “I am concerned, how is this going to affect my revenue, I really 

don’t want to do this.” The faces of our operations team were sharing the same concerns in addition to 

the added operational responsibility of insuring a successful roll out while at the same time 

addressing driver concerns. 

Implementations are challenging as they usher out the old established comfortable way and 

implement new and unknown processes and technology.  The new in this case, is the most challenging 

and most controversial change in the history of the trucking industry. This not only affected drivers, it 

also has had ramifications that changed trucking operations, shippers, and receivers.  

Understanding these challenges prompted us to complete the rollout prior to the December 

mandate so we could better adapt prior to the mandate. Our operations and accounting groups have 

had to face numerous challenges as more drivers have been deployed with the ELD’s. Overcoming 

these challenges effectively and productively wouldn’t have been possible had we waited until the last 

minute.   

With that being said, I am pleased to share that we currently have 141 drivers or 88% of the 

flatbed fleet now running ELDs. In the upcoming weeks, we’ll be working to complete the 

implementation of the FB fleet and begin the Chip Van Fleet, estimating 100% completion several 

months ahead of our projected date.  

This successful rollout is due to our drivers rising to meet the challenge, adhering to NWT’s 

core value of safety, and NWT’s dedicated staff.  
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Although we still have issues and challenges to address, I am confident that we will work 

through them and continue to move forward providing safe and professional shipping transportation 

to our customers. Said different, HOME RUN folks!! 

In closing, I would like to remind drivers that SAFETY BEGINS WITH YOU! We are all 

responsible for our personal safety.  

In addition, we are responsible to assist our co-drivers and workers in safety. I encourage you 

to drive to the Smith System Keys, avoid distractive driving, avoid speeding, run according to the 

Hours of Service rules, and inspect and maintain your vehicle.  The reward for safety is 

TOMORROW.                                                                                                          

Remember Safety First, 

Dave 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

From The Bull Pen…..by Jamie Bosch     

NWT would like to welcome Andy Dabbs to the NWT Dispatch Team. 
 Originally from Memphis, TN, Andy graduated from UT Chattanooga with a 

degree in Business Administration/Psychology and moved to  
Nashville in 2011. 

Andy comes to NWT with 5 years’ experience in Driver Management  
and Planning from Western Express.  

Married to his college sweetheart Jessie, Andy enjoys biking,  
fishing, camping, kayaking and as he says, “beating Sam in racquetball.” 

Andy and Jessie have a furry, 4-legged child named Wookie, a Shiatzu-Poodle. 
Please help us to welcome Andy to the NWT Team! 

Andy can be reached at andy.dabbs@lpcorp.com or 615-986-5687. 

Welcome Back Andrew Hobbs 

NWT is excited to welcome our music man extraordinaire Andrew Hobbs 
back to the team.  

After a 2 year absence, Andrew has rejoined the NWT team as a Driver 
Manager taking over for Jake.  

Andrew spent the last two years traveling the country side as a drummer 
for a honky tonk band and living the roade life.  

Please help us to welcome Andrew back to the team. 
Andrew can be reached at Andrew.hobbs@lpcorp.com  

or 615-986-5711 

Welcome Andy Dabbs 

mailto:andy.dabbs@lpcorp.com
mailto:Andrew.hobbs@lpcorp.com
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Tablets, E-Logs and NWT Branded App Implementation! 
 

As Dave stated above, we are about 88% through FB deployment. THANK YOU to all our drivers, 

field managers and operations group for all the hard work and dedication to this projects success 

thus far. 

 

 We still have a long road ahead as we adjust to the new ways of operations and fine tune our 

process in order to be 100% paperless but we do have an end in sight and we are heading in the 

right direction. 

 

As we proceed to maximize efficiency and productivity please keep the following in mind as you 

complete every step of the NWT App process: 

 

1) Update EVERY Depart Shipper and Empty Call with your ETA to the next stop 

2) Complete all Arrival and Departure calls with-in 5 miles from the Shipper/Receiver 

3) Check your load assignments regularly for changes and updates 

4) Upload your BOL’s, Scale tickets and Toll tickets (LP paid toll areas) after               

5) EVERY LOAD to ensure they are uploaded to the correct load. 

6) Check in with your Driver Manager regularly to ensure all is recording properly. 

 

Field managers are ALWAYS available for additional training and questions.  
 

There is also training information available directly on your tablet through the  

NWT Mobile App.  

 

Please visit the NWT Mobile Training Web Page for various documents on 

HD 100, Mobile App, Tablet and Big Roads App.  

 

Please don’t hesitate to contact us with any questions or concerns.  

 

Technical Support Contacts:  

 
Rand McNally- Scott Ambler (615-986-6863) or R.M helpline (800-641-7263) 

NWT App Support- Driver Manager, Field Manger, Jamie Bosch or Dan Busby 

Tablet Issues- Driver Manager or VOX Mobile (24 hr. support- 855-703-8547) 
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News from The Lakes…..by Jason Tesky     
 Summer has arrived in  

Hayden Lake!   

 

Traffic has picked up as all of the summer traveling has begun.   

Remember your Smith training and stay alert!   

Please continue to send in your completed paperwork via Trip Pak by Friday of every week to ensure 
you get paid on time.  

We are NOT yet ready to go paperless thus require you to continue to send in your paper until further 
notice.  

Your continued cooperation is greatly appreciated as we continue to transition into the techno world! 

Have a great safe summer! 

Don’t hesitate to reach out to any of us if you have questions or comments. 

Jennifer Rowe – 208-762-1819; Shannon Crawford – 208-762-1859 

Karleen Wiens – 208-762-1837; Judie Bluemer – 208-762-1857; Jason Tesky – 208-762-1858 

  

  

The Winners- Team Bogey Bunch 

Longest Drive 

Winner 

Spencer Turkington 

Lady Cadies 

LP/NWT’s Logistics Golf Teams  

Closest to the pin 

Scott Ambler 

Busby 

goes for 

the shot 

Annual Logistics Golf Tournament 
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A Message from Vince 
Hello All, 

       As we enter Q3 of 2017, it’s important to reflect on the accomplishments of Q2 for NWT. Our owner 

operators, drivers and operations group took on the biggest challenge in the history of the trucking industry 

head on as we began the implementation of ELD’s and tablets in our flatbed fleet. It came as no surprise 

that this implementation was a challenge for some (including our office and field personnel) while for 

others, it was smooth transition.  

To date, we have approximately 88% of the flatbed fleet deployed and using the ELD units or the Big Roads 

App successfully. This is a great accomplishment considering the hesitation and uncertainty shared by most 

at the beginning of this endeavor.  NWT’s goal is to be 100% deployed by October 1st with all flatbed and 

chip van trucks, putting us ahead of our previous schedule and allowing extra time to  work out any 

remaining issues that may present themselves prior to the December mandate.  

All of us at NWT appreciate the cooperation of our drivers and owners as we continue to work through the 

implementation process and the challenges that come with such a huge industry and process change. I am 

confident once the smoke clears and all carriers are operating on the same playing field, this federal 

mandate will have a positive effect on the industry as a whole. Change in any form can be difficult, but with 

those difficulties come great opportunity for improvement and I believe this mandate will prove to facilitate 

a smarter, more efficient and profitable operation for both NWT and its contractors.   

Despite its success’, Q2 was shadowed by the loss of two NWT family members.  In May, we lost Chuck 

Hammons to complications resulting from an accident he had a couple of years ago and in July, we lost 

William Harding in a boating accidents. Both of these men were dedicated to making NWT a better 

company and highly respected by their peers and both will be truly missed. Our thoughts and prayers are 

with their families as they continue to work through the loss of their loved ones.  

In closing I would like thank all of our drivers and owners for making NWT the company is today. 

Without you there would be no NWT! 2017 will be by far the most challenging year that most of us have 

ever seen in the trucking industry but, by working together, I have no doubt that we can make it a 

successful one.  

Remember SAFETY is not just word but a CULTURE. 

Please always put SAFETY FIRST and you will always be a winner. 

-Vince 
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   Welcome Baby Boy  
                     Joel Benjamin Hernandez 

Jose and Elizabeth Hernandez are pleased to announce  

the birth of their son Joel on April 26
th

 at 1232pm. 
Joel entered the world weighing 7 lbs. 15 oz. and was  

20 inches in length. 
Joel is the youngest addition to his other 2 brothers and 1 sister. 

NWT Drive Ruben Jaimes and his wife Rosa are the proud grandparent.  

                                                An 18-year veteran to the trucking industry, Tommy Osk has 
                                                been an owner operator for the last 4 years, joining NWT in 

January of 2016. 
                       Tommy lives in Mountain Pine, AR with his wife of 31 years 
Geri.          Tommy and Geri are the proud parents of a daughter, Danielle 

who lives in sunny California. 
                            When not burning up life's highways, Tommy enjoys riding his motorcycle 

 and working on his Jeep Wrangler that he’s in the middle of rebuilding. 

Who Are You…..by Jamie Bosch     

Gracie Wagstaff, Anthony Carden’s daughter, will be joining 
her all-star team in the Softball World Series after winning 

Virginia’s State Championship in July. 
We wish Gracie and her team luck in the World Series and  

Congratulations on your State Championship victory. 

Congratulations 

Halifax County American Dixie Softball Belles 
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ELD Issues 
Please contact Scott IMMEDIATELY if you have an issue with your ELD. 
Scott is available from 630am-330pm CDT M-F at 615-986-6863 or 
scott.ambler@lpcorp.com 
Infinit-I Modules Reminder 
Please remember that your training modules are due by the end of every 
month. They are accessible through your tablet under NWT Safety Training 
and can be quickly completed while waiting to load or unload, during the 
weekend or upon your nightly shut down.  
These are mandatory and very important so please take time to get them 
done. 
Tag Renewal Reminder- 
Please remember to update you 2290 form for 2017 in order to simplify and 
expedite the renewal process.  
2290’s for 2017 are due by May 1st.  
Monthly Maintenance Report Reminder 

Monthly reports are due the 15
th

 of every month. Please  
e-mail them to Scott at scott.ambler@lpcorp.com. If sent by mail, please 

ensure they are sent early enough to arrive in Nashville by the 15
th

 in order 
to avoid compliance shutdown.  

 

Between the Lines is looking for new and refreshing news ideas. 
We want to hear from you! 

Do you have a special event you would like us to acknowledge? Have you experienced 
something interesting while cruising life's highways? Have you been affected by severe 

weather you’ve captured on camera and want to share? 

If you have anything you would like to add to our newsletter, please send me an e-mail at 
Jamie.bosch@lpcorp.com or 

let your driver manager know so they can share it with me. 
I look forward to hearing your stories! 

mailto:scott.ambler@lpcorp.com
mailto:scott.ambler@lpcorp.com
mailto:Jamie.bosch@lpcorp.com
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Summer Recruiting is Heating Up!  

We currently need 15 additional trucks to meet freight demands. 

You can help meet the need by referring drivers and earn yourself a  

$2,000 referral bonus! 

Please feel free to contact me with any issues related to  

ELD’s, Freight, Recruiting or anything else I can help you with. 

 We are all in this together. 

  

Welcome CQuan Lynn TK#5149 

Welcome Kenneth Sheffield TK#5146 
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mike 

July 
Jason Tesky – Jennifer Rowe – Jarett Rawls – Sam Sigman– Ernest Widener – Miguel Ayala 
Hector Hernandez- Francisco Gonzalez- Ronald Vargas – Kenneth Sheffield – Jasen Transier   

Kenneth Wagner – Robert Harris – Tristan Henry – Daniel Brewer  

August 
Mark Smith – Dan Busby – Orlando Caceres – Thomas Dalton – Alfonso Barron – Phillip Lopez  

Larry Murphy – Lawrence Thurber – Cquan Lynn – Robert Swallow – Milburn Buckminster 
Charles Hunt – Martin Gamez – Reginald Jefferson – George Medrano – Vanessa McCasland  

Paul Burton - Juan Jamies- Danny Greene 

September 
Dan McCord – Dave Jachimski – Timothy Ryder – James Smith - Jeff Pendergrass – Don Boyer  

 Delfino Alvarado – Francisco Canales – Eldon Newman – Tommy Osk – Butch Crawford 

         15 Years Danny Greene – Charles Mosley  

13 Years Alejandro Garcia 10 Years Carlos Beltran 8 Years Feliciano Escobar  

7 Years Raul Gonzalez – Filadelfo Aguilar 6 Years Dan McCord  
5 Years Dan Busby – Henry Kiser – Mitch Ambrose – Matt Hurley  

4 Years George Matthews – Scottie Levias 3 Years Lionel Sheperd – Niccole Nichols  
Randall Hamm – George Medrano – Jaime Contreras – Michael Driscoll – Dennis Bruss 

 2 Years  Jarett Rawls – Jason Tesky – Eduardo Villafuerte – Marjorie Wheeler – Jeffery Wheeler  
Craig Lockard – Edwin Turner – Ruben Jaimes – Jason Fowler – Clyde Welch – Richard Elder 

  Juan Garcia 1 Year Scott Ambler – Anthony Smith  

 

 

                   George Medrano – Francisco Gonzalez – William Sims – Eduardo Villafurete  
                        Yoni Bonilla – Lewis Foster – Gregory Blanks – Andrew Clack - Cris Trejo  
                      Kerry Jones – Ronald Vargas – T. Roger Smith - Feliciano Escobar - Robert Harris  
                      Matt Hurley – Randy Hamm - Edgar Boteo – Roy Rodriguez - Tommy Osk  
                   Anthony Williams - Eldon Newman – Lloyd George – Morris Chalk - Mark Beyerl   
                                                                      Danny Brewer- Zach Holmes 

 

 
Broderick Carter – Larry Davis – Curby McFarland, Jr. – Rodney James  

Clayton Miller – Lajuan Woodard – Jasen Transier – Cquan Lynn  
Michael Lane - Christopher Boyd – John Marsh – Kenneth Sheffield  
Thomas Dalton - Robert Hubbard – Jake Banister – Lionel Stockwell   
Jeremy Wright- Ryan Anderson - Michael Oliver – Timothy Crump   

Ray Boyet – Andrew Clack – Morris Chalk – Theo Williams  

 

  


